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DAY 1 

Our tour guides from Amistur picked us up at the airport 
and we checked into our casa particular, La Copa. We were 
greeted with a delicious Cuban breakfast, and got to know 
each other. Our hosts inventoried and decided how to 
distribute the heavy bags of donations brought by 
participants. We had a delicious lunch at a local restaurant, La 
Bodega Blanca, and spent the rest of the day unwinding and 
exploring the neighborhood. 



DAY 2

We started our first full day with a meeting with architect 
Miguel Coyula, who talked about the architectural history of 
Havana. We then went out on a walking tour of old Havana, 
ending up at the iconic Bodeguita del Medio for lunch. We 
got to feast on traditional Cuban food and enjoy musicians 
serenade us. In the afternoon, we learned about the evolution 
of Cuban agriculture from pre-colonization to the present 
with Dr.  Pepe Morales, from CIMAG.



DAY 3

We visited ICAP, the Cuban Institute of Friendship with the 
Peoples, where we learned more about the political history of 
Cuba and Cuba-US relations and received a formal welcome. 
We then visited our first urban organoponico, the Playa Urban 
Garden, and learned about their approaches to succession 
planting and organic pest management. We had a musical 
lunch at the astounding Ferminia restaurant and venue, then 
returned to our hotel to meet with representatives from the 
Ministry of Agriculture and the Organization of Small Farmers 
to hear more about the status of agriculture in Cuba today. In 
the afternoon, we had a tour of the Rum Museum, then had 
free time to explore Old Havana. 



DAY 4

We woke up early to begin our journey to the Vinales 
Valley, about a 2.5 hour drive from Havana. On the 
way, we met with a tobacco processing collective, where 
we learned about how tobacco in the fields is 
transformed into flavorful Cuban cigars. We also 
toured a tobacco farm, and got to see each step of the 
harvest process. We also met with two different farming 
cooperatives: one in which pooled produce to sell 
collectively, and one of which cooperatively farmed and 
lived on shared land. They even gave us some cigars and 
fruit to enjoy. In the evening, we had a celebratory 
dinner at Don Tomas and settled into our casas 
particulares in Vinales.



DAY 5

On our second day in Vinales, we visited the Manuel Fajardo cooperative, 
which focuses on preserving landrace Cuban seeds. We learned about 
how they pool resources to purchase needed tools for the project and the 
community. We then visited and had a delicious lunch at Finca Paraiso, a 
small farm and restaurant with a beautiful view of the valley. In the 
afternoon, our tour guides were able to squeeze in an additional visit to 
Finca L’Armonia, which is a stunning permaculture food forest project 
started by a young farmer in the valley. In the evening, some of us took a 
salsa class with a local instructor we met in town. 



DAY 6

On our way back to Havana, we stopped in Puerto de Golpe to visit the Patio Pelegrin 
community arts project, where an artist transformed what used to be a waste dump 
into an oasis-like garden filled with art stations, a library, a pottery studio, and a 
children’s after school program. We got to know the artist and some participants 
bought some of his beautiful pieces. We then traveled to the Terrazas Biosphere 
Reserve and Eco Station, where we had a brief tour before lunch at a colonial era castle 
overlooking the landscape. At the research station, we got a briefing from one of the 
researchers there about biodiversity conservation efforts in the Biosphere and 
throughout Cuba. We returned to Havana in the evening. 



DAY 7 

On the seventh day, we rested. Or at least, we had to take a bit of 
a rest day because all but two of the participants on the trip had 
food poisoning and were bed ridden. Those of us who were well 
enough had a wide-ranging discussion with a representative 
from the Antonio Núñez Jiménez Foundation for Nature and 
Humanity (FANJ) about Cuban food culture, cutting edge 
agricultural endeavors, the food ration system, and the role of 
NGOs in Cuba. The rest of the day we had free to explore the 
neighborhood or rest. In the evening, as folks started to feel 
better, we ate with Isis Salcines at the local Don Cangrejo. 



DAY 8

We visited the famous Finca Marta farm in Artemisa Province, and 
heard the moving story of Fernando Funes’ journey in building up the 
agroecological project. He started as an academic studying agroecology 
and the organic movement in Cuba, then decided to become a farmer 
himself. With the help of community members, he transformed his 
property into a complex and productive farm system. Our tour guide, 
Yoseti, took us for a quick detour to a beautiful rocky beach on the way 
back into Havana, where we had the evening free for cultural activities. 



DAY 9 

In the morning, we squeezed in a quick visit to the FANJ, 
which we had to miss when everyone was ill. We got a quick 
tour of their archives and exhibits, showcasing the 
anthropological work of  Antonio Núñez Jiménez. Then, we 
visited the community arts project Muralleando, which 
transformed an old dump in Havana into a eclectic and lively 
arts space, that hosts child and community programs. In the 
afternoon, participants had time to visit the Fine Arts 
Museum in Havana and explore the city. In the evening, we 
had a final circle to discuss the trip together, then had a lovely 
farewell dinner in our neighborhood. We then went back to 
our hostel, where we celebrated with our hosts at La Copa. 



DAY 10 

We woke up at dawn to get to the airport. But even our last morning was full of 
adventure! We all had to get our rapid COVID tests to be readmitted into the United 
States, but the testing center only opened an hour before our flight. Luckily, we had 
Yoseti with us to convey our hurry to the testing officials, and we got to see a slice of 
how Cuban bureaucracy can work. We all made it through to our flight and home 
safely, without any positive COVID tests! 



Accomplishments of this tour: 

● OGS brought the first educational trip from the United States to Cuba since the beginning of COVID; 
● 9 participants traveled to Cuba from 4 states across the country, including those who would not have been able to attend without 

the generous support of the Christopher Reynolds Foundation, in addition to other scholarship recipients who were ultimately 
not able to join this trip but will be on future tours;

● Participants exchanged directly with Cuban farmers, NGOs, and government officials to learn about the organic transition and 
socialized agriculture in Cuba; 

● The group brought approximately $1000 worth of medical supplies, farm and garden equipment, art and sports equipment, and 
other gifts to Cuba, which were distributed among projects and communities we visited;

● Participants were directly exposed to the political currents in Cuba during a unique time, during a currency transition and during 
the recovery from COVID.



What did participants have to say? 
Hearing directly from the farms was amazing. Walking through their fields was invaluable.

Excellent! Cuban farmers do so much with very, very limited resources. They also 
shared freely tremendous amounts of information about socio-economic and political 

aspects of Cuban life as well as ag information.

Please continue these trips! This is a great way to increase communication 
and solidarity with a national doing so much with so little and keeping it 
organic. 

This was a great stay and tour. I learned so much information about organic 
growing processes and how Cubans sustain themselves locally and give back to 

their communities.
 Exchange with Cuba as a blockaded and propagandized country in the US is so 
important, please don't stop doing this trip. 


